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Yalobusha Review

Mairéad Byrne

Cycling to Marino
Leaves and leaves and leaves―
huge chestnut fans, bright sycamore, and oak
plastered against pavement,
cushioning slick road
beneath my tires,
the slight squirt of rain
which should mark
passing.
My sisters I’ve cast off, shed them at the turn
up Glandore Road, and I continue free
wheeling on the stretch of Griffith Avenue that’s mine
until I hit the school. I’m seven and exultant in the drowse
of leaves, thick colors, dormancy, fine rain.

In the classroom, the heat from
water pipes
dries sodden clothes on skin. We know someone’s
clean, and someone’s poor, and always late,
someone’s too fat or tall or pale
and someone’s palms get reddened much too often
but what does poor meant Where are those places
other people live? Places to the north or east
with names like Artane, Donnycarney, Whitehall
houses much like our own
not, strange
mothers making stew in sculleries while we
swim through the classroom,
absorbing drench and drift
Metallic taste of ink on lips so much more urgent even
than the waxy paper bread and jam
comes wrapped in. Or glimpse of stacks
of brand-new copies,
pencils bound
with bands, lodged deep within the unlocked cupboard.
Delirium of new books, bold colors barely dry
the smell of pages, fresh from the printing works,
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while we sit chewing
or graphite, wool,
the whorls on finger-tips soak up
the business of the day, eyes clinging to the nun’s
soft winter habit, the way the pleat turns
at
breast, the independent curve of strand, of thread,
the heavy cross along the length of robe
that's petrol blue. We’re learning
to sew, to knit,
each stitch has singularity,
holds its shape
in partnership with the next, and next—

My mother walks along the avenue to meet me.
She carries apples. And I dismount,
escorting
through bowers that I know best,
stern arch of branch, cascade of leaf,
the stench of fermentation, rain.
We planted bulbs today―I could try this—
I wished to drive my sharp white teeth
against brown jackets into compact flesh!
Today I broke my flask. I hear its subdued rattle
in my bag and I am scared, seeing ahead
her glass-roofed kitchen, home,
keeping to myself my own disasters or
the sight of silver shards abandoned
in a pool of milky tea, the way tea leaks
into the awkward gloss of concrete,
the way steam rises in snarls,
mysterious, remote like heat,
disappears.
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